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Wish You all a Happy Diwali and a Prosperous New Year!
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Several policy fault-lines are hampering infrastructure development.
Thus, investment outlook also continues to be very subdued.
In contrast, there has been some tentative good news on India’s
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balance of trade front; the trade deficit has reached its lowest level in
the last 30 months thanks to recent exports recovery and contraction
in imports. The turn-around in the in balance of trade reflects some
positive impact of depreciating rupee on exports; and a sharp cut-back
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This favorable change in the external sector together with series of
measures taken by the RBI and MOF during the last four months or
so have stemmed the pressures on the external value of Indian rupee.
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by around end-August 2013, the exchange rate has since regained its
value progressively; and it is hovering around US$ = Rs.61.50 currently.
There is now some degree of stability in the exchange markets, which
may augur well for strategic business planning.
But the most formidable cause for concern continues to be the
management of delicate balance between growth and inflation. The
latest RBI monetary policy brings this issue quite eloquently. With
real GDP growth most unlikely to exceed 5% in the current year and
expected further elevation of the WPI as well as retail inflation, the
RBI has clearly been under compulsion to hike the key policy rate [the
repo rate by 25 basis points to 7.75%]. Thus, there are no immediate
comforts for the business and industry from the current regime of high
interest rate and tight credit policy.

30

In substance, our economy has been besieged with numerous challenges
and the policy space for both the RBI and MOF is severely constrained.
We believe that in this environment of two successive years of low
growth, high inflation and lack-luster investment climate together
with global economic uncertainty, what India really needs is a national
consensus on both short-term and long-term policy strategies. So that
we all can hope for the return of economic resurgence well before the
next Diwali! …..

Cdr. Dipak Naik
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Mr. Chandrashekhar Prabhu

I

Land Grab Must Be
Opposed......

n the last two issues of the Economic Digest we reproduced some articles which were written by the
officials who attended the Maha Infra Summit. Our readers were quick to react to these articles. I
was not surprised when some of them called me and some wrote to me saying that the contents of

Economic Digest appeared to be in favour of the government. We appreciate the feedback from our
readers. However we must inform all readers that we support the government when and where we
feel it is necessary to support the government. At the same time when government commits errors
we do not hesitate to bring them out and point out the mistakes bluntly. One such case is the case of
Shree Dattaprasad Co-operative Housing Society (proposed). We are reproducing the letters written
to various authorities and the notice issued to the government and MHADA by the residents.
14th October, 2013
Shri Prithviraj Chavan
Hon’ble Chief Minister of Maharashtra
Mantralaya, Mumbai – 400 032.
My Dear Prithvirajji,
Kindly refer to my letter dated 5th July, 2013. I had forwarded to you a letter from the Chief Promoter
of Shree Datta-Prasad Co-op. Hsg. Soc. (Proposed) asking for time to be heard. In the said letter
I had also asked for time so that we could explain the entire issue. However your office did not fix
an appointment for hearing either the Chief Promoter of Shree Datta-Prasad Co-op. Hsg. Soc. nor
me. Subsequent to this request for hearing from the Chief Promoter and from me, on 16th August,
2013 Mr. S. L. Pulkundwar, Under Secretary Department of Housing, Government of Maharashtra has
written a letter to Vice President and Chief Executive Officer MHADA. In the said letter the Under
Secretary has informed the Vice President, MHADA about some decision alleged to have been taken
by the department which according to me is blatantly illegal. I am annexing herewith a notice issued
in the name of Principal Secretary, Department of Housing, MHADA and Vice President, MHADA,
which explains why the said letter completely is illegal.
Before I give you specific information about this case let me appraise you that in the affidavit made
by the Government of Maharashtra before the Hon. Supreme Court signed by Mr. Madhav Narayan
Kale, he states in para 12 that since the land prices have increased tremendously, some developer
has influenced some of the tenants and filed IA No.8 in the Supreme Court. The affidavit adds that
the IA is not bonafide and has been filed deliberately at the instance of and for the benefit for some
private developers.
In para no. 14 of the same affidavit of the Government of Maharashtra it is stated that once a property
is vested in MHADA under Chapter VIIIA and once MHADA has taken possession, it can not be
Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Economic Digest
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Edit Page
removed from the purview of Chapter VIIIA and given to any private developer for redevelopment as
there is no provision in the law which can permit the government to do that.
In para no. 4 of the affidavit filed in the Hon. Supreme Court on behalf of MHADA, Mr.P. P. Maheshi
mentions that the applicant’s name is not seen in the list of tenants. It means those who have made
applications to convince the government that they should come out of the provision of Chapter VIIIA are
not even tenants!
In para 5 of the same affidavit it is mentioned that out of 228 signatures it is prima facie found that some
of the signatures do not tally with the signatures on the original application for acquisition. It also adds
there has been no verification done.
In para no. 6 Maheshi’s affidavit it is very clearly mentioned that once MHADA has acquired a property it
cannot be deacquired /rescinded or cancelled.
In para no. 7 of Maheshi’s affidavit it is also mentioned that since the land prices in Mumbai have been
increasing multifold, the erstwhile owner of the land acquired by MHADA has taken help from some
tenants to make this application.
In the letter written by the Chief Promoter it was made very clear that the person who has applied on
behalf of the builder has a criminal background and a copy of FIR was attached. It was this person who
has personally abused the Chief Promoter and got him assaulted by his henchmen in his presence.
The said letter also contains a photograph of a board put up by the person about whose criminal activity
is mentioned hereinabove wherein it is very clearly stated that Mangalprabhat Lodha is the builder who
has been instigating the tenants with a view to grab the government’s acquired property. I would like to
remind you that this board was put up in the premises acquired by MHADA in July, 2008.
I was surprised that despite my bringing out the above facts to your notice and despite my requesting you
grant me a hearing neither was I given the time nor was the Chief Promoter of the society heard.
I have personally gone through the letter written by the Under Secretary Department of Housing Mr.
S. L. Pulkundwar committee dated 16th August, 2013 and I am convinced that it must be withdrawn
immediately.
I have been the President of MHADA and understand the MHADA Act. Any decision taken which does
not find support in the act is likely to be challenged and will cause embarrassment to the government.
As you are aware I am considered to be one of those who take a balanced view on an issue. Government
of Maharashtra has relied on me for giving advice in the past, and I have always given considered advice
which was objective and in public interest. In some cases the advice given by me to the government was
of so much help to the government that I was accused of supporting the government on issues where the
government does not deserve support.
When it came to the recent amendment to the development control regulation no. 33 (5) when builders
cried foul, I strongly defended the government’s view and supported the latest amendments to the DC
Regulations. Not only did I publicly support the government, but went few steps further and held meetings
in prominent MHADA colonies to dispel the propaganda made by the builders against the government.
The letter dated 16th August, 2013 has come to me as a rude shock.
I have known you long enough and am sure that you will be not be a party to any illegality.
Let me also inform you that while MHADA has been the owner of the said property as it was acquired under
Chapter VIIIA of the MHADA Act about 70 flats have changed hands and those who are now campaigning
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for the builders have taken huge amounts for transfer of the flats. They have also given receipts
while accepting monies for the said transfer.

While the Chief Promoter kept on requesting MHADA

to collect rents, the builder’s henchmen continued to collect money every month from the residents.
These criminal acts require immediate action from you, I therefore request you to immediately appoint
an enquiry into circumstances in which such illegal acts are being committed. An FIR be filed against
those involved in transferring of tenancies in a property belonging to MHADA. I also request you to
immediately withdraw the said letter dated 16th August 2013, as it is not only illegal but also not in
public interest. If the property acquired by MHADA is permitted to come out of the acquisition process
it would be illegal as the act doesn’t have any provisions for the same; and as the cancellation of
acquisition provides pecuniary benefits to a private builder, this is a fit case to be investigated under
the prevention of corruption act.
I therefore request you to immediately constitute an enquiry and withdraw the letter dated 16th August
2013 written by Mr. S. L. Pulkundwar to the Vice President and CEO of MHADA regarding Shree DattaPrasad Co-op. Hsg. Soc. (Proposed), Dattatray Building, 34, Tukaram Jawaji Road, Grant Road (W),
Mumbai – 400 007.
Thanking you,
Yours sincerely,
Chandrashekhar Prabhu
(Chief Advisor)
Encl :

1. Notice from Society dated 14.10.2013
2. Letter to Chief Minister dated 05.07.2013
3. Letter from Society to Chief Minister dated 27.06.2013
4. Another Letter from Society to Chief Minister
5. Photograph of board

ADVOCATES
MIHIR DESAI
GAYATRI SINGH
Date : 14/10/2013
1. The Principal Secretary,
Department of Housing, Mantralaya, Mumbai.
2. Vice President, MHADA,
Griha Nirman Bhavan, Bandra (East), Mumbai.
Sub:

Letter dated 16/8/13 from Mr. S. L. Pulkundwar, Under Secretary Dept of Housing, Govt of

Maharashtra to the Vice President & Chief Executive Officer MHADA.
Dear Sir,
1. I am issuing this notice on instructions from my client Mr. B. B. Nagvekar, the Chief Promoter of Shree
Dattaprasad Co-operative Housing Society (proposed). Dattaray Building, 34, Tukaram Jawaji Road,
Grant Road (W) Mumbai – 400007.
2. This is to bring your attention the contents of the letter dated 16th August 2013 issued by Under
Secretary, Housing Department to the Vice President MHADA. The subject of the letter is Shree
Dattatray Co-Operative Housing Society (proposed), Dattaray Building, 34, Tukaram Jawaji Road,
Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Economic Digest
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Grant Road (W) Mumbai – 400007, to cancel the execution of land acquisition order given under
Chapter VIIIA of the MHADA Act, 1976 in respect of CS No.310 Tardeo Division, and grant permission
for redevelopment of the said property under section 33(7) of the Development Control regulations.
3. In the first paragraph of the letter dated 16th August 2013, it is stated that the government has given its
consent to the proposal forwarded by the Chief Officer, Mumbai Building Repairs and Reconstruction
Board. This letter was not served on my client. The letter dated 7th June 2012 mentioning the proposal
forwarded by the Chief Officer, Mumbai Building Repairs and Reconstruction Board has also not been made
available to my client. In the compilation of IA No. 10/2013 filed in the Supreme Court the said proposal
from the Chief Officer Mumbai Building Repairs and Reconstruction Board has not been attached.
4. It is pertinent to note that the letter dated 16th August 2013 (hereinafter referred to as the said letter)
does not contain the sections of the MHADA Act under which the power have been given to the said
under secretary of the Govt to give a consent to the proposal forwarded by the Chief Officer, Mumbai
Repair and Reconstruction Board for initiating the cancelation process of acquisition under Chapter
8A of the MHADA Act.
5. There is no provision in the MHADA Act in general and chapter VIIIA of the said act in particular, which
gives powers to either MHADA or the State Government to cancel the process of acquisition initiated
under the Chapter VIIIA. Hence the said letter written by Mr. S. L. Pulkundwar is without authority of
law and hence non est. The government must withdraw this letter forthwith failing which my clients
will be forced to proceed against the Government to get the said letter quashed and set aside.
6. Without prejudice to what has been said above, I would like to point out that in paragraph 1 of the
said terms and conditions under which the consent was sought to be given vide the letter dated 16th
August 2013, it has been stated that “the consent for the recession/cancellation of the notification
dated 05/08/1994 in respect of the acquisition of the captioned property is accorded on the condition
that the process of cancellation shall be the same as the procedure followed at the time of acquisition
process of the captioned property”. It is not mentioned under what section of the MHADA Act can
such an acquisition notification be cancelled on condition that the process of cancellation shall be the
same as the procedure followed at the time of acquisition. There is no such provision in the MHADA
Act and hence on this ground as well the letter is unlawful and hence must be withdrawn.
7. With reference to paragraph 2 of the terms and conditions mentioned in the said letter it has been
mentioned that the power available to the Government under the Section 21 of the General Clauses
Act, the proposal of MHADA under the caption referred letter dated 7/6/12 is approved and the
procedure of cancellation of notification dated 5/8/1994 should be completed after giving a hearing
to all the concerned parties. It may be pertinent to note that the General Clauses Act came into
force as an external aid to interpret a provision in the Act. In this case the Act does not provide
for any cancellation of notification of acquisition and hence the question of interpreting a provision
does not arise. Moreover the General Clauses Act is a general act whereas the MHADA Act is a
special act with specific clauses for acquisition of land. Chapter VIIIA was included in the year 1986
and the provisions of acquisitions are clear and there are no provisions for resending/cancelling
the acquisition process. The said letter also mentions that all the parties should be heard before
such cancellation. My clients have on previous occasions requested the government for a hearing
before taking any decision in the matter. Till date my clients have not been given a hearing. Taking
a decision without hearing the chief promoter despite his repeated requests for a hearing by itself is
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a ground for withdrawing the said letter.
8. With reference to paragraph 3 of the terms and conditions in the said letter, it has been stated that “a
SLP (civil) No.13428/1996 has been filed by the owner of the captioned property before the Hon’ble
Supreme Court wherein the owners have prayed for stay of implementation of notification dated 5/8/1994
published u/s 93(5) of the MHADA Act 1976 for acquisition of the property and the same is pending.” Till
this date the Supreme Court has not accepted the prayer mentioned herein above. The letter from the
Under Secretary also states that “before cancelling the notification dated 5/8/1994 issued under Section
93(5) of the MHADA Act 1976 consent of the Hon’ble Supreme Court should be obtained or all the
parties to the SLP should file consent terms, and only after the Hon’ble Supreme Court disposes off the
SLP in terms of such consent terms, then only, MHADA should commence the process of rescinding/
cancelling the above notification dt 5/8/1994.” This is to place on record that I should have been served
a notice when the matter was mentioned before the Supreme Court. No such notice was served on
me. The Petitioner proceeded to apply for leave for withdrawal which was granted. No consent of the
Hon’ble Supreme Court has been obtained neither are consent terms filed before the Supreme Court
hence the process of cancelling the notification is in any case without authority of law.
9. With reference to paragraph 4 of the said terms and conditions in the said letter it has been stated
that “as per the permission given under the aforesaid terms and conditions, after the procedure is
completed in respect of the pending SLP No.13428/1996 before the Hon’ble Supreme Court the
requisite action be taken in respect of cancellation of notification dated 5/8/1994.” It has been made
clear in the earlier paragraph the procedure for obtaining the consent of the Supreme Court or filling
of consent terms before the Supreme Court have not been initiated or completed and hence no action
need be taken in respect of the cancellation of notification dated 5/8/1994.
10.Without prejudice to the above paragraphs I would request the Government to withdraw the letter dated
16/8/2013 with immediate effect as in any event it is against the interest of the occupants even on
merits and my clients apprehend that this has been done at the instance of certain vested interests.
Sincerely,
Mihir Desai
Advocate

15th October 2013
Mr. Debashish Chakrabarty
Principal Secretary, Department of Housing,
Government of Maharashtra,
Mantralaya, Mumbai – 400 032
Sub:

Letter dated 16.08.2013 from Mr. S. L. Pulkundwar, Under Secretary Department of

Housing, Government of Maharashtra to the Vice President & Chief Executive Officer ,MHADA.
Dear Mr. Chakrabarty,
You are already aware that I was appointed by the government to advice the Department of Housing
by successive Chief Ministers and my designation was the Chairman, Advisory Committee Department
of Housing, Government of Maharashtra. In this capacity and in several other capacities I have had
innumerable opportunities to understand the procedures of the government and also the functioning
Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Economic Digest
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of the government machinery.

Earlier I was the President of MHADA and in my capacity of the

President of MHADA I have had a fair amount of understanding of the MHADA Act. You are also
aware that my basic qualification is in the sphere of Architecture, urban development, planning and
urban management. Hence I have the technical expertise, as well as the administrative experience to
understand issues which concern the housing department.
You are also aware that I have been, on my own, trying to be of help to the government in general
and the Department of Housing in particular. Several decisions taken by the Department of Housing,
which were opposed, interalia by a strong section of the builders, section of the politicians who are
hand-in-glove with the builders and also people who are influenced by this section of politician and
builders; found full support from my side. Not only did I stand by the government in support of such
decisions, but also went public by addressing meetings and giving interviews to the media in support
of the government’s decisions.
You may recall that when the government choose to amend DC Regulation 33(5) there was opposition
but I supported the government strongly.
You may also recall that when precious government land in the Bandra Kurla Complex known as
Bharat Nagar which belongs to MHADA was sought to be appropriated by builders, I alongwith Mr. D.
M. Sukhtankar, former Chief Secretary, Government of Maharashtra, brought this fraud to the notice of
the Housing Department and helped to save this land from bring appropriated. Under the new scheme
of redevelopment MHADA is likely to get more than 7 lacs sq.ft. of built up area due to our efforts,
which is worth thousands of crores.
I have been supporting the government in its endeavor to keep 20% space in all the development
projects reserved for the economically weaker sections.
In the past, I have also submitted to the government detailed policy recommendation for a new housing
policy. The government is yet to take a final decision on the proposals submitted by me.
I have chosen to mention this only to remind you that I am the well-wisher of the government and intend
to support the government whenever it makes progressive decisions. However that does not mean that I
would agree to everything that the government does. I consider it my responsibility to point out deficiencies
if any in the system and also to ensure that illegalities are not committed by the government.
I was shocked when I read the letter dated 16.08.2013 from Mr. S. L. Pulkundwar Under Secretary of your
department to the Vice President, MHADA. I am attaching to this letter, a notice given by the Advocates
under the instruction of Mr. B. B. Nagwekar Chief Promoter of Shree Datta-Prasad Co-op. Hsg. Soc.
(proposed). The notice is self-explanatory and I do not want to repeat the points mentioned in the notice.
However I want to bring your kind notice to the fact that your department, in the specific case of Shree
Datta-Prasad Co-op. Hsg. Soc. has submitted affidavits to the Hon’ble Supreme Court mentioning
very clearly that there is no provision in the MHADA Act to go back once the acquisition of a property
is completed under Chapter VIIIA of the MHADA Act. I shall be happy if you call for the old affidavits
made by your department before the Supreme Court and go through them. The MHADA Act has not
been amended since then and hence the views regarding Chapter VIIIA have not changed. However
vide Mr.Pulkundwar’s letter your department has now agreed to cancel the execution of the land
acquisition order given under Chapter VIIIA. To me this illegal as there is no provision in the act
which permits it, and it goes against the interest of MHADA. On one hand the Department of Housing
is encouraging MHADA to undertake redevelopment of the slums on MHADA land. On the other the
12
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Department of Housing also agrees with MHADA that some of the MHADA colonies where the buildings
are ground storeyed structures can be developed by MHADA on its own. I have welcomed these moves
and also welcomed the decision by MHADA to undertake redevelopment of old and dilapidated buildings
by acquiring the land on which such buildings stand. While the above mentioned decisions have been
supported by me as they are steps in the right direction, the decision regarding Shree Datta-Prasad Coop. Hsg. Soc. can not be supported as it is blatantly illegal.
It would therefore be proper and appropriate if you kindly withdraw the said letter dated 16.08.2013 with
immediate effect.
Without prejudice to what I have stated hereinabove, if one would to go through the contents of the letter,
written by Mr. Pulkundwar one would realize that amongst the conditions, is the condition of obtaining
consent from the Supreme Court to the scheme or by filing consent terms signed by all the parties before
the Supreme Court and seeking approval of the Supreme Court for the said consent terms. None of the
above two conditions have been fulfilled. The SLP has just been permitted to be withdrawn. Hence there
is no question of going back on the acquisition in any way whatsoever. I hope you shall take immediate
action in the matter.
Thanking you,
Yours sincerely,
Chandrashekhar Prabhu
(Chief Advisor)
Encl :

Notice from Society dated 14.10.2013
25th October 2013

Shri Satish Gavai
Vice President & Chief Executive Officer
Maharashtra Housing and Development Authority
Grihanirman Bhavan, Kalanagar, Bandra(East),
Mumbai- 400051
Sub:

Letter dated 16.08.2013 from Mr. S. L. Pulkundwar, Under Secretary Department of

Housing, Government of Maharashtra to the Vice President & Chief Executive Officer

MHADA.

Dear Shri. Gavai,
Having worked closely with the government for the past few decades in various capacities including
that of the, Chairman Advisory Committee to the Department of Housing, Government of Maharashtra;
President, MHADA etc., I have had a fair amount of understanding of the MHADA Act and the functioning
of the government. The letter dated 16.08.2013 from Mr. S. L. Pulkundwar, Under Secretary, Department
of Housing Government of Maharashtra addressed to you was brought to my notice.
MHADA has in the past, in the specific case of Shree Datta-Prasad Co-op. Hsg. Soc. (proposed) (about
which the letter has been written to you) submitted affidavits to the High Court and Supreme Court in which
it is clearly mentioned that once the property is acquired under Chapter VIIIA of MHADA Act, there is no
provision in the act which negates the acquisition process. Moreover in one of the conditions mentioned
in the letter from Mr. Pulkundwar it has been stated that the consent of the Supreme Court should be
obtained, or all the parties to the SLP should file consent terms, and only after the Hon’ble Supreme
Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Economic Digest
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Court disposes off the SLP in terms of such consent terms, then only, MHADA should commence the
process of rescinding / cancelling the notification dated 05.08.1994. This condition has not been fulfilled,
and the SLP was permitted to be withdrawn. There is no consent in the order, and hence the acquisition
stands good, and MHADA is already in possession of the land.
MHADA has been taking quite a few positive actions while you have been at the helm including the new
DC Rule 33(5), redevelopment of slums on MHADA lands, redevelopment of such lands which were
saved from being usurped surreptitiously by builders, such as Bharat Nagar, undertaking redevelopment
of MHADA colonies which are ground storeyed structures etc. I have been supportive to all these actions
taken by MHADA. However the letter from the Under Secretary ought not to have being written as it is
ill-conceived and also illegal. I have separately written to the government to withdraw this letter. In the
meanwhile you would be well within your powers not to proceed further in this matter since the conditions
mentioned in the letter have not been fulfilled by the builders.
I have faced several situations in the past when I was the President of MHADA and there were directives
issued by the government which were not in consonance with the MHADA Act. I have never hesitated to
inform the government that its order can not be implemented as there were no provisions in the law to
back such orders. In this particular case it is just a letter and since the MHADA act does not provide for
coming out of the acquisition as has been mentioned in the letter you may be well within your rights to
inform the factual position to the government.
I am sure that you would take appropriate measures to protect the provisions of the MHADA Act and
inform the government accordingly.
Thanking you,
Yours sincerely,
Chandrashekhar Prabhu
(Chief Advisor)
GOVERNMENT OF MAHARASHTRA
No. Miscellaneous-2012/Case No. 124/R.
& R.2 Housing Department,
Mantralaya, Mumbai – 400 032.
Dated 16/08/2013.
To,
Vice President and Chief Executive Officer
Maharashtra Housing and Area Development Authority,
Grihnirman Bhavan, Bandra (E),
Mumbai – 400051.
Sub.:

Shree Dattatray Co. Op. Housing Society (Proposed) Dattatray Building, 34, Tukaram Jawaji

Road, Grant Road (W), Mumbai -7, C. To cancel the execution of land acquisition Order given under
Chapter 8(A) of MHADA Act in respect of CS No. 310, Tardeo Division and grant permission for redevelopment of the said Property under Section 33 (7) of Development Control Regulations.
Ref.:

Letter of Chief Officer, Mumbai Building Repair and Reconstruction Board bearing No. NKA/D-

34/103(B)/2902/R. & R.-12 dated 07/06/2012.
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Sir,
With reference to the captioned subject matter, the Government has given its consent to the proposal
forwarded by Chief Officer, Mumbai building Repair and Reconstruction Board under the captioned
referred letter. The consent is subject to following terms and conditions:1. The Consent for the recession / cancellation of the Notification dated 05/08/1994 in respect of
acquisition of captioned property is accorded on the condition that the process of cancellation shall
be the same as the procedure followed at the time of acquisition process of the captioned property.
2. As per the power available to us under Section 21 of General Clauses Act, the proposal of Mhada
under the captioned referred letter dated 07/06/2012 is approved and the procedure of cancellation of
notification dated 05/08/1994 should be completed after giving hearing to all the concerned parties.
3. A Special Leave Petition (S.L.P. (Civil) No. 13428/1996) has been filed by the Owner of the captioned
Property before Hon’ble Supreme Court wherein the Owners have prayed for stay of implementation
of notification dated 05/08/1994 published under Section 93(5) of Mhada Act, 1976 for acquisition of
the Property and the same is pending. Therefore, before cancelling the notification dated 05/08/1994
issued under Sec. 93(5) of Mhada Act 1976 the consent of the Hon’ble Supreme Court should be
obtained or all the parties to SLP should be file consent terms and only after the Hon’ble Supreme
Court dispose of the SLP in terms of such Consent Terms, then only, MHADA should commence the
process of rescinding / cancelling the above notification dated 05/08/1994.
4. During the process of cancellation of Notification, Mhada should take precautions in respect of safety
of all tenants of captioned building by ensuring that alternate accommodation is provided to all the
tenants and the captioned building is re-constructed within fixed time period. It is to be noted that in
case aforesaid conditions are not complied then the acquisition proceedings shall be recommenced.
Requested to note that as per the permission given under aforesaid terms and conditions, after the
procedure is completed in respect of pending SLP No.13428/1996 before Hon’ble Supreme Court the
requisite action will be taken in respect of cancellation of notification dated 05/08/1994.
Yours,

(Dr. Shree L. Pulkundwar)
Under Secretary,
Government of Maharashtra
For information and necessary action
1) Chief Officer, Mumbai Building Repair and Reconstruction Board, Grihnirman Bhavan, Bandra (E),
Mumbai – 400 051.
2) Special Acquisition Officer, Maharashtra Housing and Area Development Authority, Grihnirman
Bhavan, Bandra (E), Mumbai – 400 051.
3) Personal Secretary to Principal Secretary, Housing Department, Mantralaya, Mumbai -32.
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Growth-Inflation Dilemma
and the Role of Monetary
Policy .....

Dr. Rupa Rege-Netsure

N

obody can deny that

pace in more than four years, as

collapse of investment activity in

Indian economy is in a

per the HSBC Services Purchasing

the manufacturing sector, also

complete mess. While

Managers’ Index (PMI), compiled

reflected in the shrinking demand

all emerging market economies

by Markit. The PMI also capped

for term loans or project finance

are facing macro headwinds in

the worst quarter for the Indian

by the corporate sector over the

the aftermath of Global Financial

services sector, stoking fears that

past two and a half years.

Crisis (GFC), Indian growth story

growth in the three months to

appears to have weakened more

September will be much weaker

Conventional

significantly.

than April through June of the

India’s

growth

has been on a downward spiral

current fiscal year.

for more than two years and

International

at present, Indian economy is
growing at its weakest pace in a
decade. Its manufacturing output
has fallen by 0.1% (y-o-y) between
April and August with real growth
in

private

consumption

and

investment (capital formation)
dropping to the decade’s low of
1.6% and (-) 1.3%, respectively,
in the first quarter of 2013-14.
This kind of slowdown has given
way to large layoffs. A Financial
Express

Survey

(Sept,

2013),

across select sectors, threw up a
number of close to 2 lakh job losses
in the last eight to ten months.
Besides, a continued weakness in
manufacturing has been taking
its toll on the services sector that
accounts for nearly 60% of the
Indian economy. In September
2013, activity at Indian services
companies shrank at the fastest
16
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wisdom

tells

us that this kind of an acute
growth slowdown should bring
about a rapid fall in inflation

Monetary

Fund

due to reduced consumption

(IMF) in its latest report on

and

global outlook (Oct., 2013) has

At

revised

India’s

manufacturing inflation should

growth forecast more sharply

ease substantially in a protracted

as compared to its peers. The

growth slowdown. However, for

reduction

India, while economic growth

downwards

in

India’s

growth

investment
least

non-food,

spending.
non-fuel

forecast for 2013-14 is the steepest

has

(of 1.8 percentage points) or more

the fourth quarter of 2012 and

than three times the average

the second quarter of 2013, its

reduction

headline inflation (measured in

markets

for

the

group.

emerging

4.6%

between

in

WPI) averaged around 7% and

the assessment of IMF, not just

retail inflation (measured by CPI)

the actual output but even the

averaged around 10.1% during the

potential

output

same period - way above the RBI’s

growth for India has fallen more

comfort level of 5.0%. The latest

sharply since 2011 as compared

print for inflation for the month

to the other BRIC economies.

of September, 2013 showed that

According to IMF, nearly half

not just India’s headline WPI and

of the Indian growth slowdown

CPI inflation rates moved sharply

since 2011 is accounted for by a

upwards, but also the core (non-

reduction potential growth while

food,

the other half is from cyclical

inflation) increased month-on-

factors. This is obvious given the

month basis, contrary to many

or

Moreover,

averaged

capacity

non-fuel

manufacturing
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predictors’ expectations.

investment slowdown, they do

the considerations of political

India’s

not miss a single opportunity to

economy, (like the politics of

blame the RBI’s tight monetary

minimum support prices in India

policy also for adding fuel to the

or spending on populist schemes

fire.

or creating huge subsidies for food

between March, 2010 and October,

The idea that monetary policy

and fuel, etc.) then no amount of

2011 by hiking policy rates thirteen

should be concerned with inflation

times. However, a negative growth

as well as growth is not new to

in manufacturing witnessed for

the field of Economics. In fact, the

most of the months during the

concern that the central bank’s

calendar year 2012 and moderation

measures to control inflation can

in core inflation prompted the RBI

have some negative impact on

to change its policy stance and

growth and employment gave rise

ease the policy gradually between

to the notion of “output smoothing”

tightening.

April,

2013.

by central banks. While it is

However,

Unfortunately, inflation returned

recognised that monetary policy

unemployment

with a vengeance since June,

does not have ability to affect the

slowdown

2013 on account of high food

level of output in the long-run, it is

expansionary fiscal policy entails

prices, upward adjustments in

observed that it can help to smooth

significant social cost. Moreover,

the administered prices of major

out cyclical variations in output in

elevated inflation will continue

fuels (indicating a positive step

the short run. This means, there

to depreciate public and private

towards

persistent

inflationary

pressures since the beginning of
2010 forced the RBI to consistently
tighten

its

monetary

2012

and

fiscal

policy

May,

monetary tightening will yield
desired results. It is also argued
that if inflation stems primarily
from food and fuel items, then
it cannot be tackled by monetary
policy and, therefore, the central
bank should stay away from
a

fight
and
by

against
economic
creating

consolidation),

is scope to care about stabilising

debt and create more pressures

higher costs of imported goods

output and employment as well

for additional freedom for the

due to rupee depreciation and

as controlling inflation by flexibly

government to add to its debt

elevated inflation expectations.

managing the speed of tightening.

(creating in turn a burden for

So after a pause of three and a

After years of consensus that price

future generations). India has

half months, the RBI again had
to give a clear and transparent
signal of monetary tightening in
its last policy review (Sept 20)
despite the worsening growth
scenario.
While

corporates

and

industrial lobbies recognise that
a confluence of factors, especially
poor infrastructure and energy
access, delays in getting necessary
approvals & clearances, stifling
labour laws & regulatory regime,
corruption,

policy

uncertainty, etc., are primarily
responsible

of monetary policy, the classic
debate on growth versus inflation
has re-emerged in the aftermath
of GFC in several developed and
developing countries. So, India is

Indian

rampant

stability was a major objective

for

the

ongoing

not alone in facing this dilemma.
An

increasing

people

today

number
believe

of
that

what matters most is the fight
against

unemployment

and

a return to growth – giving
a free rein to fiscal deficits
and

relaxing

constraints.

the

inflationary

Moreover,

if

a

large part of inflation is due to

definitely witnessed this since
the breaking out of GFC. Since
2008-09, the RBI has engaged in
continuous and very large open
market purchases of government
debt in order to support the
expansionary fiscal policy. Due to
such fiscal pressures, India in fact
witnessed easy money conditions
when its retail inflation was in
double digits and consolidated
fiscal deficit around 10.0% of
GDP.
People demanding low nominal
interest
highly

rates
leveraged

for

India’s
corporates
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conveniently

fact

phenomenon in India’s organized

and cautious pace of tightening

that negative real interest rates

sector, it is now also observed in

(baby steps) during that phase.

are continuously being offered

rural areas where nominal wages

Even the former RBI Governor –Dr

to savers, who were always the

have been growing at the pace

Subbarao had said in his last public

key financiers of India’s growing

of 19-20% per annum (for last

speech (the 10th Nani Palkhiwala

investment requirements. In fact,

4-5 years) – necessary fallout of

Memorial

India’s gross domestic savings

the government’s employment

benefit of hindsight, I must admit

rate has fallen more sharply

guarantee scheme.

in all honesty that the economy

(from 36.8% to 30.8%) than its

It is also important not to forget the

would have been better served

gross

ignore

investment

the

rate

(from

38.1% to 35.0%) during the past
four years. Also, almost 50.0% of

lessons of yesteryears. According
to Lord Edward George (1999),

lecture)“With

the

if our monetary tightening had
started sooner and had been faster

who was the Governor of Bank of

and stronger”.

England during 1993-2003, “Low

But making “price stability” – an

inflation is not an end in itself

overriding objective of monetary

but a necessary means to the end

policy alone will not help. There

of sustainable growth of output

is a lot one can learn from the

and higher living standards”.

experiences of Asian economies

He had seen at first hand the

post the East-Asian crisis of 1997-98.

pernicious

and

These economies had a fairly good

objective of monetary policy take

variable inflation of the 1970s and

success in anchoring inflationary

a view that real growth is that

1980s (the decades characterized

expectations and achieving their

which

by

shocks):

specific inflation targets because of

households

improved autonomy of their central

the household savings today are
in the form of physical assets like
gold and realty (as a hedge against
inflation) indicating their highest
level in the past nine years.
People

who

stability”

support

as

the

generates

“price

overriding

productivity

cost

commodity

of

high

price

gains without increasing prices

companies

and that fiscal deficits should be

were

and

banks, higher fiscal discipline,

reduced by limiting expenditures

plan efficiently; resources were

better management of exchange

that do not add to productive

misallocated; long-term contracts

rates and more transparency and

asset creation and by breathing

were avoided for fear that large

openness.

new life into the private sector.

swings in inflation would end up

Another

It is also not correct to think

biting one party or the other. The

that the central bank should be
neutral

when

inflation

arises

out of food or fuel components.
It is observed that trade unions
demand for higher wages at times
of high inflation as high inflation

unable

and
to

budget

value of people’s hard earned
savings was eroded. Out of
that pain and misery emerged a
consensus – a hard one consensus
– that low and stable inflation
was a prerequisite for economic

gives rise to high inflationary

prosperity.

expectations. If their claims are

According to some central bankers,

accepted by the employers, it may

the RBI was not much successful

give rise to a wage-price spiral

in controlling the actual inflation

which may create generalized

despite

inflationary

While

tightening during Mar, 2010 and

common

Oct, 2011 because of its delayed

this

18

was

pressures.
always
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a

repetitive

rounds

of

relevant

lesson

for

India’s monetary authority from
the cross-country experience is
that significant and persistent
overvaluation

of

the

real

exchange rate should be avoided
at any cost.
In a difficult situation, when
a country’s output growth is
slowing and foreign exchange
reserves are contracting, both
monetary policy and exchange
rate policies should be directed
towards conserving and increasing
foreign exchange reserves and
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maintaining adequate liquidity

bout of currency appreciation.

etc. there could be inevitable real

in the financial sector, rather than

It is the task of central monetary

sector losses at least in the short

toward

authority

run (a politically sensitive issue).

stimulating

domestic

to

re-establish

an

consumption demand.

equilibrium competitive exchange

To fundamentally address India’s

rate and switch economic activity

multiple

challenges

like

–

to

from domestic consumption to

So a mix of expenditure-reduction
and

expenditure-switching

policies could be appropriate,

lower inflation, to bring Indian

traded goods.

inflation in line with the inflation

To summarise, given the growth-

structural

in its major trading partners, to

inflation dilemma for India, a

improving the competitiveness

reduce the demand for costly &

combination of monetary and

of manufacturing, in general and

unproductive imports, to raise

exchange

domestic savings rate and protect

be

foreign currency reserves – a

India’s immobilising structural

combination,

tightening bias in monetary policy

constraints. If excessive reliance is

responses might be expected to

has to be maintained. At the same

placed on “exchange rate policy”

return the economy closer toward

time to take the burden partially

to address the CAD problem,

internal and external balance over

off monetary policy and to support

India will face significantly higher

the medium term.

real sector activity through exports,

inflation through costly imports.

a depreciation bias could be created

If tighter monetary policy alone is

The author is the Chief Economist & General

in exchange rate by purchasing

used to control persistent inflation,

foreign exchange at every violent

high CAD and capital outflows,

a

rate

better

accompanied

by

appropriate

reforms

aimed

at

policies

could

exporting & import-substituting

solution

given

industries,

in

particular.
these

In

policy

Manager of Bank of Baroda.

Appeal to the Members for the Payment of
Annual Membership Fee for the year 2013 - 2014
Dear Members
The MEDC is grateful to its Associate and Constituent Members, who have paid their
Membership Fee for the current financial year (2013-2014)
The MEDC requests its Associate and Constituent Members (those who have not yet paid their
membership fee), to make the payment at an early date before 30th November 2013 to enable
us to update the data of members for the year 2013-2014.
Your early action in this regard will be highly appreciated.

for more information pl. contact :
Dy. Gen. Manager, MEDC, 3rd Floor, Y B Chavan Centre,
Nariman Point, Mumbai – 400 021.;
Tel.: 22819198 ; 22842206/09 ;
Fax.: 22846394 ; Email : sureshg@medcindia.com
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The Growth - inflation
Dilemma .....
Mr. Madan Sabnavis

T

he

growth

inflation

number or index to target, at

of their incomes on food items,

tradeoff has come to the

the end of the day, what matters

they have had less to spend on

forefront in the Indian

is that inflation is high and not

consumer goods which affected

context with monetary policy

acceptable. More importantly, it

their spending patterns. To top

stance

has militated against growth.

it all they started dis-saving

While monetary policy is one

as interest rates in real terms

being

directed

more

towards inflation rather than
growth. This in turn has led to
discussion on the efficacy of
monetary policy in influencing
inflation. The view here is that
for a developing country, both
growth and inflation are equally
important. Also while there is
strong justification for using
interest rates as a tool to affect
both inflation and growth, in
reality both these links are weak.
Hence, a different approach has
to be pursued.

aspect of the growth- inflation
dilemma, the two have gotten
interlinked in other ways. It is
true that interest rates have not
quite helped to curtail inflation
which is on the supply side. It
is also true that lower interest
rates in FY13 did not quite help
to bring about growth which
had come down to 5% from
6.2% in FY12. One conclusion is
that interest rates by themselves
cannot quite bring about growth

In the last two years, India has

or quell inflation. How does one

gone through a high phase of

solve this dilemma?

inflation and low growth, and

Growth today is low on account of

there seems to be little respite
from this syndrome. Growth has
slowed down with consumption
and investment slackening; and
the government has been unable
to provide recourse due to its
own fiscal constraints. Inflation
on the other hand has been high
and varied between 7-10% going
by the WPI or CPI. While there
can always be debate about
which
20

is

the

ideal
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inflation

low demand conditions. Demand
comes

from

consumption,

investment, government demand
and trade. In FY13 and probably
a large part of FY14, consumption
has been affected perversely by
high inflation. While generalized
inflation

has

been

down

at

times, food inflation and CPI
inflation have been high. As
households spend a larger part

turned negative. Also part of
their income got diverted to gold
which created other issues on the
external account. This has been
steadied in the last few months
by the controls put on the import
of

gold.

Second,

investment

remained lackluster as demand
for goods was low. Add to this
the fact that capacity utilization
rates

were

between

70-75%

across most sectors; there was
spare capacity which obviated
the need to invest in fresh capital
at a time when interest rates were
high.

Third,

the

government

had to cut down on its capital
expenditure

to

balance

the

budget and this was one expense
that could be compromised being
discretionary in nature. Other
bills such as subsidy or interest
could not be cut on account of
being committed expenditure.
Therefore,

domestic

spending

was subdued. With the global
economy going through its own
turmoil spearheaded by the euro

Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Economic Digest

recession last year, and probably

higher benchmark prices. While

starting point has to be inflation

the US fiscal dilemma today,

the MSP is relevant for only rice

control. This is what the RBI has

exports did not quite pick up

and wheat, it affects other market

been targeting in all its monetary

leading to low growth. Therefore,

benchmarks by adding to the

policies.

the growth conundrum had its

prices. Second, with productivity

earlier high interest rates do not

origins on the demand side,

levels being low, farmers on their

bring down inflation but provide

and we tried to attack it on the

own have been forced to increase

cover to savers by improving the

supply side through lower rates.

prices to maintain their incomes

real interest rates. Therefore, any

It is not surprising that this did

and protect against inflation.

policy action has to be interpreted

not work.

Hence, the conventional matrix

as being an ex-post response to a

Another factor working against

whereby

high inflation number.

growth was the fact that the
administrative
got

choked

machinery
due

to

various

controversies. This caused large
scale projects to be held up
leading to policy related issues.
Hence due to the imbroglio
with mining and coal, power
projects got stalled, which in
turn affected the working of
industry. This was the time there
was a call for prompt action from
the government which grappled
with political issues.
On the inflation side, the picture
was puzzling. Given that there
are

three

one

had

components,
its

own

each

dilemma.

Primary inflation, led by good
inflation was a hard nut to crack
considering that our harvests
were great but yet did not result
in lower prices. In fact, as we are
seeing today, skewed production
of a couple of crops could distort
the entire picture. Inflation was
high due to two reasons. The
first is that the government has
been increasing the minimum
support prices of farm products
relentlessly every year, leading to

prices

fall

during

harvest time was severed. The
second

component

was

fuel

inflation where the government
faces a tough tradeoff. When
fuel prices rise due to global
economic conditions or rupee
depreciation, then domestic price
tends to increase in the absence
of any barricade being erected.
The choice is either subsidizing
the same or passing on the cost
to the consumer. With various
pressures on the fiscal side, the
government has been forced to
pass through this increase to
the market, which has resulted
in high fuel inflation which
remains over 10% even today.
Hence, it is a fight between fiscal
prudence and inflation. Third,
non-food non-fuel inflation has
been benign due to subdued
demand

condition.

Ironically,

this component is amenable to
monetary policy action and with
these numbers being low; it was
not surprising that interest rate
policy did not work.

To

But

control

as

mentioned

inflation,

the

following is proposed. First, we
need to bring back the green
revolution wherein productivity
is enhanced for all major crops
so

that

production

increases

in pace with the demand. One
must remember that as income
increases and inequality reduces
there will be a tendency for more
people to enter the consumption
stream which in turn will lead
to a change in the consumption
pattern over a period of time.
We need to be prepared for
this and not blame programmes
such as NREGA for increasing
incomes and hence demand and
prices. Second, for crops such
as wheat and rice we need to
have a prudent procurement and
disposal policy. Today an open
ended scheme for both means
that the FCI becomes the largest
holder and hoarder or grains
leading to distortions in the
market prices where mills often
end up paying more for their

Given this situation how do we

inputs.

reconcile the two objectives?

Third, the increase in MSP,

Quite clearly we need to address
these issues separately, but the

though

justified

to
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against

be

supports the demands from a

government

rationalized so as not to be the

inflation

should

growing economy. As none of

greater role to play than the

cause of a price spiral. Fourth,

these can be accomplished in a

RBI in providing an impetus

the backend infrastructure has

season, it is evident that inflation

through higher spending and a

to be created with urgency for

will remain high for some time

more hospitable environment for

horticulture where wastages are

and come down only gradually

doing business. This would go a

supposed to be towards 40%. In

partly due to the base effect

long way in re-enthusing private

its absence, we will continue to

even in case there are very good

investment and attract foreign

have issues with supplies as high

harvests.

investment too. Certain tough

production levels do not match

For growth the vision should be

decisions have to be taken on fuel

the distribution because of these
inadequacies. Fifth, we must
have a clear trade policy for farm
products. Wherever we have a
comparative

advantage,

there

must be efforts to commercialize
production so that exports could
get a fillip. On the other hand,
whenever there are signs of crop
failure, like in case of onions,
we need to have an immediate
policy to import the product to
avoid the inflationary impact.

to pick up the growth potential
areas and leverage such white
spaces. While the demand chain
will revive only in course of time,
it is essential to get in higher
investment and production in
the country. FDI options are
already known but will be in
small numbers unless there are
big bang changes at the policy
level.

Domestic

investment

has to be incentivized and the
administrative red tape that has

evidently

has

a

pricing because this will always
be a joker in the pack where any
correction in the pricing system
will be inflationary. And finally,
there can be no escape from
the fact that farm reforms are
necessary and while we have
been delaying the same, we have
reached an inflection point where
the

conventional

relationship

between higher output and low
prices has been broken. Clearly,
reforms are the only way out.

Sixth, the APMC laws should

come in the way needs to be

be amended across the country

addressed first before any further

to ensure that goods can move

affirmative action can be taken.

seamlessly across borders so

Mining, power and environment

as to optimize production and

are the three roadblocks that

The author is the Chief Economist, CARE

distribution. Seventh, we should

have

ratings

explore the possibility of contract

alacrity to kick-start growth.

farming in neighboring countries

The government on its part has

to fill in gaps where there is

to provide a push to the pedal to

shortage of arable land in the

ensure that some big projects in

country due to soil conditions or

the infra space takeoff. The focus

environmental restrictions. This

on SMEs will be important as

will help to assuage prices when

this is one area which has to be

domestic production levels come

revived and enthused given the

down due to a bad monsoon.

potential that exists.

All these steps are well known,

The clue hence is in tackling

but have to be taken up with

the two issues separately and

urgency so that we build a

addressing

sustainable farm structure that

have

22
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to

be

addressed

the

created

issues

problems.

with

Views are personal
madan.sabnavis@careratings.
com
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Breaking the Investment Deceleration and Industrial
Slowdown : The Paramount
Importance of Inflation-Control .....

Preamble

Ratio has witnessed a significant

famine’ that has gripped the

The current economic scenario in

and steady decline which has

Economy for last 2/3 years:

India remains gloomy and full of

continued unabated.

• The annual change in Fixed

despondency, - notwithstanding

While the big Indian corporate

Capital

some

houses

averaged a whopping 16 %

positive

developments

are

postponing

their

Formation,

which

and the recent encouraging data

investment decisions (and are more

during

on the Export-Import front. The

keen on investing overseas!), the

fallen to 4.4 % by 2011-12, and

industrial situation in particular is

story about FDI is not dissimilar

further by a mere 1.7% during

full of anxiety and the slowdown

either. Although the decade of

2012-13…;

is almost all-pervasive, covering

2001-10 experienced a huge step-up

Investment

Consumption

in FDI inflows received, compared

sectors alike. More than the

to the previous decade, of late, the

current slowdown, what is clearly

foreign investors have shown a lot

more worrisome is the perception

of apprehension about committing

of the domestic as well as foreign

their investments in India, and

investing communities about the

consequently, - the “India-as-a-top

‘future outlook’. Consequently,

FDI-Destination-story”, seems to

the most crucial variable in the

be roundly questioned now…

and

picture – ‘Investment’ is hardly
exhibiting any positive signs of
any early resurgence…

traced to the ‘investment famine’
of recent years. For last about
two/three years after 2010, the

• The Domestic Savings ratio
has come down from 34% in
’10-11, to 30.8% in’11-12, and
consequently, the Investmentto-GDP ratio has also declined
from 37% to 35.4%, in a single
year…;
• The private Corporate Sector
Investment’s share in GDP has

adverse global macroeconomic

in the same period…;

revival’

and Industrial slowdown is being

steeply

also reduced from 13.4 % to 9%

have

brought

the vital issue of ‘investment

The root cause of today’s Economic

has

These facts, coupled with an
environment,

The Centrality of
Investment….

2003-07,

to

the

centre-stage.

Critical importance has therefore
to be attached to rekindling
the

investors’

animal

spirits

by creating and nurturing a
conducive economic and policy

• ‘Import of Capital Goods’, - an
indicator of investments in the
economy, has shown Negative
Growth during April-August
’13-14 over last year
• Total FDI inflows have also
witnessed significant fall from
23.4 bln$ in ’11-12, to 18.5 bln.$

delay/deferment or cancellation

environment…

of proposed Mega Projects has
become a routine affair. After

Decelerating Investment - The
Bare Facts…

too, the FDI inflows in the first

reaching a peak of…37.4

% of

The following stark realities are

GDP in 2007-08, the Investment

stagnated at the same level of

suggestive of the ‘investment

under 11bln.$ seen in the same

in ’12-13. In the current year
six months (Jan.-June’13), have
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current year, the latest data

today in investment climate and

for August indicates that the

outlook. These are

and Infrastructural Investment

production

• Overall economic slowdown;

Projects across sectors and across

actually fell by 2 per cent over

India, and having huge outlays,

last year. This declining trend in

affecting aggregate demand and

have been either deferred, or

production is evident in almost

purchasing power;

shelved by Investors…

all

period, last year !
• In addition, many Industrial

lack-luster

scenario

led

to

the

GDP

and

in

particular,

to

has
the

Industrial Deceleration, with the
Manufacturing

output

of

Goods

machinery

and

growth

dropping to a mere 1% in 2012-13
from a peak of 11.3% in 2009-10.
In the current year so far, the
Industrial ‘Growth’ has been either
flat or Negative in the first five
months (April-August’13), over
the corresponding period of last
year. The stark grim realities are:

have experienced a fall of 1.6% in
growth. Strikingly, the ‘Consumer
Durables’ sector has experienced a
very steep fall of over 11% during
the first five months of the current
year !

trends, the accentuation of the
problems of SMEs – especially of

Environment

Clearance;
• Sectoral bottlenecks like Coal (in
• Extreme

unease

of

‘doing

business’ in India;
• Rising

Inconsistencies

in

both – GST and DTC…

scenario.

• Unfavourable factors faced by
the SMEs…and
• Rapidly

environment

has

• Manufacturing sector which had

been vitiated due to a lethal

already registered Zero per cent

combination of global and ‘home-

growth in (April-August) 2012,

made’ structural factors. It is true

further suffered with a negative

that the adverse global economic

growth of 0.1 % in the same period

environment prevailing during

this year, indicating the depth

the last 2-3 years in the advanced

and severity of Manufacturing

economies of USA, Europe and

stagnation…

Japan and in many Emerging

• The Mining sector also continues

Market Economies (EMEs) – has

to display negative growth for the

affected our Export performance.

second consecutive year!

However, fundamentally, a host

November 2013

Acquisition;

coupled with the failure to enact

investment

24

• Policy ambiguity in – Land

compound the grim industrial

insignificant 0.6% in August’13…

although grew by 0.8% in the

rates;

Taxation policies and procedures

In recent years, the domestic

• The Capital Goods industries,

• High cost of credit / high interest

of Large industries – further

% over last year and an equally

decline from 2.7% to a mere 0.5%

infrastructure

those dependent on the fortunes

in the 5-month period is a mere 0.1

• Basic Goods have also witnessed a

• Continued

case of Power investments);

In addition to the above IIP-

Reviving Domestic
Investment…

• The cumulative Industrial growth

• High Inflation adversely

bottlenecks;

• As regards Consumer Goods, they

slowdown,
-

types

Capital

equipments

Industrial Slowdown – The
Dimension
This

of

of internal factors have been
responsible for the sub-optimum
investment

numbers

and

for

the overall pessimism prevalent

declining

levels

of

governance leading to massive
corruption,

-

scaring

the

investors away and preventing
any

significant

addition

to

investments...

Reversing the current trend and
shifting to climate of optimism,
would require a series of bold
policy

measures,

which

may

come at a considerable ‘political
and/or electoral’ cost !. However,
we strongly believe that by not
implementing or even by delaying
any of these policies (outlined
below), will only accentuate the
current economic malaise…
These measures should ideally
include the following –
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high for the last 40-odd months

• Inflation–control throughc
better supply-side management;

• While

there

could

be

no

or more than three years in

difference

• A fresh look at the implementation

succession. This occurrence has

the dire urgency to restart the

of the P-P-P framework for

destroyed family budgets and

long-term investment engines,

executing Infrastructure Projects;

has forced even the ‘middle

it is the lifting of consumers’

• Easier / lower interest rate regime

class’, to postpone purchases of

real incomes and sentiments,

along with better and smoother

durables, property, etc. It, thus,

which will trigger investment-

availability of credit and finance,

has contributed in a major way in

demand, especially the private

especially for the SMEs;

keeping the investment climate

investment

and overall mood, sanguine and

lackluster

business confidence – low.

There is evidence of 1993-94

This is evident today in sharp

and 2002-03 to suggest that

• A balanced and stable Land
Acquisition

which

Policy,

will ensure long-term viability
of

Investment

simultaneously

Projects
take

care

and,
of

Environment and of Livelihood
of people dependent on Ecology,
Nature and Environment;
• De-nationalisation

of

and

introduction of competition to
Coal India Ltd.;
• Reforms in ‘Micro-Governance’
related to Industrial Procedures
such as – Hiring of Workers;
Access

to

Credit;

Property

Registration; Closure etc.
• Enactment of the GST at the
earliest

The Primacy of Inflation
Control….
While

the

above-mentioned

Policy

measures

are

indeed

required on a high priority, we
believe that ‘control of inflation’
to a reasonably low level –
especially in the items of massconsumption including food –
could be the real key to the revival
of industrial growth via a pick-up
in investment sentiments.
It is too well-known that the rate
of inflation among consumption
goods, measured in any index,
has

remained

extraordinarily

decline in sales of many consumer
goods and durables as per the
latest

data.

economic

Even

terms,

Consumption

of

opinion

which
in

has

recent

ONLY after consumption gives

macro-

the required push…

the

Private

Concluding Remarks…

has reduced drastically in last
three years. Needless to say,
depreciation of rupee has further
accentuated the financial stress
on both – Producer as well as
Consumer.

Two points need to be noted:

been

years…

large scale investment revives

in

Expenditure,

about

The need of the hour is clearly
the return of ‘animal spirits’ of
domestic investors in particular
– large and small; household
and business alike. It is argued
here that while most of the oftendiscussed reform measures are
required unquestionably, for the

• The crucial difference in the

long term sustainable growth of

high-growth phase of 2003-08

Indian Economy and Industry /

and now (2011-14), domestically,

Manufacturing, the short-term

is the considerably higher rate of

trigger can only be provided by

inflation prevailing in the latter

a faster and sharper reduction in

period. The policy-reforms which

rate of inflation, which will raise

are needed today, were absent

real incomes, re-ignite the buying

even then….whether in - Land,

power

Environment, Ease of Doing

investment via stable interest

Business or Infrastructure! Yet,

regime.

the previous period had best
of all the macro-performance

and

revive

long-term

dchandrahas@gmail.com

in terms of – GDP; Investment;
Consumption;

Exports

etc.

We venture to suggest that
the unsung hero of this period
was the low and stable rate of
inflation….
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Economy Besieged With
Challenges .....

J

Mr. Sunil Bhandare
Chief Economist, MEDC

ust to recall, the Finance
Minister in his last budget
s¬¬peech

stated:

“I

acknowledge that the Indian
economy is challenged, but I
am absolutely confident that,
with your cooperation, we will
get out of the trough and get
on to the high growth path”.
He also assured the nation that
“there is no reason for gloom
or pessimism”. Implicit in his
budgetary

strategy

was

the

projection of real GDP growth
rate of 6.1 to 6.7% in 2013-14,
up from 5% in the previous

bit by the close of the current

from its level around US =

financial year, and CPI retaining

Rs.54.30 in April], has since

the double-digit pace; industrial

gained a large part of its lost

growth rate unlikely to cross the

ground [appreciating by about

prevailing low threshold of 2 to

12%]; and is currently hovering

2.5%; pressures on corporate

around US$ = Rs.61.50.

profitability

This turnaround in the exchange

of the manufacturing sector;
and investment outlook remains
despondent with absence of
any signs of strong economic
revival. These and many such
woes exemplify the economic
scenario,

as

we

venture

to

celebrate (!) the current festival

year. However, the actual turn
of events since then tend to

Some

virtually belie these wonderful

however,

expectations.

in

there

become

constraints on the pricing power

season.

Indeed,

would

more intense, especially due to

a

green

shoots

becoming

few

industries

pharmaceuticals;

far,

(iii)

textiles

and garments; and (iv) telecom

except the projected bountiful

–

performance of the agricultural

growth and improved margins.

sector.

More importantly, the extreme

The real GDP growth is most

volatility in the currency market

unlikely to exceed 5% in 2013-14;
inflation would most probably
continue to sustain its current
high level – with WPI moving
towards 7 to 7.5% mark in the
short-term, before softening a
26
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some

notable

boost to exports; (b) measures
taken by both MOF and RBI
to shore up the external sector
and attract capital inflows; and
(c) the postponement of the US
Fed taper, which earlier had

external vulnerability of our

and

macro-economic

so

with

visible

promises 10 to 15% growth; (ii)

economy

months

of capital, thereby aggravating

improvement/ revival in the key
Indian

deficit in the last couple of

are,

services; illustratively, (i) IT

of

reduction in balance of trade

threatened to cause large flight

have virtually been no signs of
parameters

rate is attributable to (a) a

driven

by

better

volume

witnessed between June and
Sept. 2013, has largely been
mitigated. Thus, the exchange
rate, which reached an all-time
low of US$ =Rs.68.83 on August
28 [depreciating by about 21%

economy.
Like-wise,

the

which

reached

had

SENSEX,
20,286

on May 7, after fluctuating
widely in the subsequent three
months, dropped sharply to
17,968 on August 27 [the date
corresponding to the lowest
level of rupee’s exchange rate],
under the impact of flight of FII
capital. It has recovered sharply
thereafter [with good bit of twoway movement] to reach a near
three-year session high of above
21,039 on October 24 and has
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retreated thereafter by about

sector; (b) 2.7% in industry

significant

1.5% during the subsequent

GDP; and (c) 6.6% in the services

various facets of domestic and

trading

return

sector. There are “qualified”

global economy. In particular,

flow of FII capital is mostly

expectations of growth in the

it

contributing to the revival of

second half of 2013-14 to show

moderating

confidence in stock markets,

“distinct improvement”. [Please

goods inflation, particularly in

while the support from the

see table 1 for recent years’

the backdrop of the virtual flat

domestic investors is still found

sector-wise growth trends].

growth of output speaks to the

to be lack-luster.

The report argues: “with the

weakness of demand – both

session.

The

fiscal

The Growth Scenario
Against this backdrop, while
presenting an overview of the
economy, this article essentially
reflects on what the Prime
Minister’s Economic Advisory
Council (PMEAC) report released
in September 2013 unfolds. In
its

comprehensive

mid-year

assessment of Economic Outlook
for 2013-14, the PMEAC offers
a more positive forecast of the
likely
for

economic

the

year

performance

under

review

than is widely perceived by
the business and industry and
various keen market observers
of

the

economy.

Thus,

in

contrast to the most commonly
projected real GDP growth rate
5% or lower, it expects economy
to grow at 5.3% in 2013-14. This

balance

stabilization

on
and

track

to

inflation

coming off … …the economy
seemed to be setting to for
recovery”. Various supporting
factors

are:

(a)

good

rains;

(b) rural economy lifting up
demand for manufactures; and
(c) large number of clearances
and the resolutions made in
the infrastructure. It believes
that

the

construction

sector

would receive boost given the
government’s
“to

step

commitment

up

spending

infrastructure

in

activities”.

However, it points out that
because

of

recent

disruptions
corporate

and

currency

that

sharply

manufactured

domestic and external – and
the erosion of pricing power
of producers. But the most
worrisome concern relates to
persistent high food inflation.
It attributes this phenomenon
to

structural

factors:

(a)

rising demand for high-value
food products flowing from
improving standards combined
with inelastic supply response
and/or logistics inadequacies;
(b) shift in terms of trade in
favour of agriculture; (c) level
of, and changes in minimum
support prices for agricultural
products; and (d) global energy
and food prices.
Despite the fact that there is

“the

unlikely to be any significant

recovery will take a little longer

respite

and will be somewhat slower”.

factors in the short-term, the

Inflation Forecast

on the basis of expected growth

Reflecting

of (a) 4.8% in the agricultural

scenario, the report makes many

on

the

from

most

of

these

PMEAC, in its assessment of

higher growth rate is predicated

inflation

Table 1 : Recent Years’ Sector-wise Growth Trends
(% growth
rate)

out

on

on

stresses

profitability,

points

observations

inflation outlook for 2013-14,
projects the WPI inflation at
around 5 to 5.5% and the CPI
inflation to decline from its

201011

2011-12

201213

2013-14
(Projected)

2013-14
(Our Estimate)

Agriculture

7.9

3.6

1.9

4.8

4.2

Industry

9.2

3.5

2.1

2.7

2.0

Services

9.8

8.2

7.1

6.6

6.5

Real GDP

9.3

6.2

5.0

5.3

~ 5.0

current levels of double-digit
rate. Both these propositions are
of doubtful validity given the
recent resurgence in prices of
food articles be it onions, fruits

Note : Our estimate assumes that a significant part of agricultural boost would spill over to the

and vegetables, milk or rice. As

next year. Also, industrial recovery would be more moderate than that projected by PMEC.

mentioned in the beginning, we
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expect WPI inflation to remain

from 4.8% in 2012-13 to 3.8% in

which the PEAC projects at

high around 6 to 6.5% and CPI

2013-14 [almost at the same level

about $8.6 bn. It expects some

inflation at a double-digit level

as envisaged by the FM – 3.7%].

improvement in FDI inflows

in the rest of the current FY.

This is likely to be brought

even while conceding that “the

In substance, growth-inflation

about by (a) marginal increase in

overall environment is not most

exports; (b) some contraction in

conducive to FDI inflows”. On

imports [a sharp cutback in gold

current reckoning, the PMEAC

and silver imports from $53.8 bn

projections of BOP scenario

in 2012-13 to $38 bn in 2013-14];

seem to be somewhat optimistic.

and (c) sizable expansion of net

We fear the prospect of a larger

invisibles mostly to be brought

dent, say, about US$15 bn in

about by software exports and

terms of loss of forex reserves

private remittances.

during

dynamics would not offer any
distinctive solace for the RBI to
change the course of its current
monetary

policy.

Of

course,

there are justifiable widespread
clamor
industry
policy

from

business

and

for

softening

key

rates

[and

obviously

the

current

financial

inflation

Going by the recent trends in the

year.

transgressing the comfort zone

balance of trade, the PMEAC’s

PMEAC’s optimism is based

of the RBI makes any such

forecast

ratio

on considerations of efficacy of

initiative

impossible.

sounds realistic. However, the

various recent policy measures

The RBI’s mandate makes it

bigger challenge still remains –

of the government such as (a)

imperative to keep policy rates

namely of achieving a sustainable

liberalization of FDI investment

at present high levels to combat

and more manageable CAD/

norms; (b) resolution of some

high inflation. Thus, despite the

GDP ratio of 2 to 2.5%. For this

tax issues of concern to industry;

prolonged subdued economic

purpose, the thrust has to be

(c)

growth

keen

on promotion of exports rather

sector investments; (d) starting

observers now believe that the

than on curbing imports. India

construction on the dedicated

RBI would once again raise repo

has to build its manufacturing

freight corridor; (e) fuel subsidy

rate by 25 basis points to 7.75%,

potential taking advantage of

reform;

albeit

marginal

the recent sharp depreciation of

of 209 stalled projects with

standing facility (MSF) rate by

the rupee, strengthen its search

an

25 basis points to 8.75%.

for the newer export markets

Rs.384,203 crores so far by the

and improve the ease of doing

CCI; and several others. Despite

export business.

all these, excepting perhaps the

On the capital side, PMEAC

stock market players, no genuine

lending

rates],

but

almost

outlook,

bring

many

down

CAD Challenges
The report points out that the
increase in value of oil and
(net) gold imports from 201011 to 2012-13 was $57 bn and
that this was larger than the
overall

deterioration

in

the

CAD of $42 bn. during this
period. In other words, the
PMEAC attributes India’s CAD
problems predominantly to oil
and gold imports. It projects
improvement in CAD/GDP ratio
28
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of

CAD/GDP

projects net surplus to decline
sharply thanks to a likely huge
cutback in portfolio capital (FII

fast

tracking

(f)

aggregate

investment

being enthused. There is still
a widespread credibility and

FII inflows has been mitigated

Savings-Investment
Under Stress

taper. Even so, it is imperative to
anticipate the prospects of large
drawing down on forex reserves,

of

long-term investors are really

confidence deficit.

the postponement of the US FD

public

de-bottlenecking

inflows). This concern about
for the time being thanks to

of

PMEAC

has

Matrix

expressed

its

concerns about the fact that
despite India’s gross fixed capital
formation still remaining around
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Table 2 : Recent Savings-investment Trends
(% of
GDP)

Investment
Rate

GDCF

GFCF

Domestic Savings

Final Consumption
Expenditure
Pvt

Govt

Current
Account
Balance

from

income

tax

on long term investment [of 5
years] in financial assets from
the present Rs. one lakh to,
say Rs.5 lakh per annum; and

2007-08*

38.1

38.0

32.9

36.8

57.0

10.3

- 1.3

2010-11

36.8

37.0

31.7

34.0

54.8

11.4

- 2.8

2011-12

35.0

35.4.

34.0

30.8

56.3

11.5

- 4.2

2012-13

35.0

35.6

29.6

30.2

56.8

11.5

- 4.8

there are a whole set of sector

2013-14

34.7

34.7

30.0

31.0

57.0

11.0

- 3.7

specific recommendations – and

(b) issuance of reliable easily
accessible

once again, many of them have
found their reflections either in

30% of GDP, which should have

of fiscal deficit, would affect the

given a growth rate of 7 to 7.5%

public sector’s savings capacity.

[keeping in view the recent
GDP growth rate has turned out
to be just about 5%. It attributes

PMEAC,

several

for

some more policy initiatives

this predicament – fault-lines

to boost private confidence –

in projects completion on time

domestic and external – and

and

complimentary

revive animal spirits to kick-start

investment. [Please see table

new cycle of investment. Many

2 below for recent savings-

of its suggestions are not new;

investment trends]

indeed, these have found place

possible

lack

of

reasons

PMEAC seems to be somewhat
optimistic

in

envisaging

improvement in both domestic
savings & GFCF rates in 201314. Evidently, it does not reckon
with likely erosion in capacity
to

save

of

households

due

to (a) high inflation and fall
in real earnings capacity; (b)
virtual stagnant growth rate at
around 5% for the second year
in succession; (c) reports of

proposes

expert committees as well as
For

business
example,

and

industry.

“crowding

in”

of private investment through
PSUs’ deploying their surplus
cash balances to drive fresh
investments;

recalibrating

subsidies

expenditure;

improving

mfrg.

improving

ease

capabilities;
of

doing

business, et al.

large loss of employment. Like-

Among the list of some new [or

wise, as mentioned before, the

not so commonly discussed]

strained corporate profitability

measures

would affect private corporate

be made of it proposals for

sector’s savings, while pressures

(a) a substantial increase in

mention

or elsewhere in other reports of
the official committees.
agriculture sector, it mentions the

in the reports of several official
from

the previous reports of PMEAC

For example, in the case of

A Well-Meaning Policy
Package
therefore,

adjusted

financial instruments. Besides,

* The all-time best performance of Indian economy.
GDCF = gross domestic capital formation; GFCF = gross fixed capital formation.

ICOR trends], the actual real

inflation

needs

to

urgency of reforming APMC Act
for development of competing,
well-regulated private market
operations; and changes in the
Essential
for

Commodities

strengthening

infrastructure

for

Act

warehouse
integrating

agricultural marketing network.
Like-wise, it has made series of
suggestions for development of
bond markets; for promotion
of PPP in defense procurement;
for

less

onerous

requirements
sector;

for

for

regulatory
the

MSME

expediting

PPP

policy framework for expanding
coal production with Coal India
as one of the partners; etc.

Concluding Observations
In summing up, the PMEAC’s
Economic
is

Outlook

essentially

government’s

report

solicitous
viewpoint

of
of

growth forecast. What actually
transpires

from

the
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scenario is “a hazy and mixed”

The credit rating agencies are

thereby threatening viability of

economic trends – good in parts -

reporting much larger number

large proportion of new power

bumper agricultural production;

of downgrades than upgrades.

capacity.

hesitant

Combination of policy issues

green

shoots

in

a

the

The global economic scenario

improvement in exports and

progress of infrastructure sector:

also remains uncertain, despite

balance of trade; recovery in

(a) funding issues: the earlier

the recent indicators of mild

the exchange rate of rupee;

flush of equity-based funding is

recovery

return flow from FIIs; and some

withering away; (b) confusing

advanced countries. All in all,

wayward gains in stock market

policy stance: prescriptive price

the Indian economy is besieged

sentiments.

formidable

determination versus market-

with multiple challenges and we

worrisome factors are: persistent

related price determination [a

will have to wait perhaps till the

high inflation; limited space for

typical market versus regulation

next festival season! Would it be

monetary policy easing; acute

issues]; (c) problems of power

the next October-November or

fiscal pressures; and uncertain

purchase agreement [PPA] –

would it go beyond? …. Have

investment climate.

purchasing of power by the

enormous patience, you stupid!

The growing incidence of NPAs

States; [d] implications of fuel

few

of

industries;

banks

testimony

But

provides
of

the

moderate

adequate
challenges

faced business and industry.
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are

adversely

imports

and

impacting

pass

in

some

of

the

through

sunil.bhandare@gmail.com

mechanism for the future; etc.

The author is the Chief Economist in

The shortage of coal is severely
affecting

power

generation,

MEDC.
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Mid-Year Review of Indian
Economy : Fiscal Issues and
Challenges .....

he current macro economic

the medium term prospects in

consolidation

situation in India is a

the Union Budget 2013-14 .The

empowerment (maximizing the

matter

on

outcome of the Union Budget 2013-

revenue to the budget). The onset

many counts. There has been

14 during the first five months of

of the crisis, however, jeopardized

a

of

the current financial year is set

the fiscal consolidation efforts

economic growth accompanied

out in section 2.The emerging

as the key deficit indicators

by unsustainable level of twin

issues are given in section 3. The

deteriorated

deficits (fiscal deficit and external

policy options are presented in

(Graph1).

sector current account deficit)

section 4. Section 5 contains the

and persistence of high food

concluding observations.

In this context, it is pertinent to

inflation. The theoretical and

1. Backdrop: Fiscal

considerable

of

concern
slowdown

empirical literatures as well as
the country experiences suggest
that unsustainable fiscal deficit
is the root cause of the macro
economic imbalances. Therefore,
prudent fiscal management is
critical for effective economic
management. In view of this, in
the context of mid-year review
of Indian economy, the present
paper makes an attempt to unfold
the emerging fiscal issues and

through

relative

fiscal

to

GDP

note that the fiscal empowerment
in terms of revenue augmentation

developments in the pre-

during

the

period

2003-08,,

crisis, crisis and post crisis

helped the authorities to create

period

fiscal space (Graph 2).

As sequel to the adherence to

This

the fiscal rule in terms of Fiscal

authorities to put in place the

Responsibility

Budget

fiscal stimulus measures in terms

Management ( FRBM) Act, 2003,

of higher expenditure to facilitate

the fiscal developments showed

consumption led growth. The

strong signs of correction and

revenue

consolidation.

authorities

average grew at around 20%

followed the strategy of fiscal

during the post crisis period

and

The

in

turn

enabled

expenditure

on

the

an

challenges in a medium term
perspective.
The organization of the paper
is as follows. As a backdrop,
section

1

presents

the

fiscal

developments during the period
2003-08( pre-crisis), crisis( 200810)

and

post

crisis((2010-13).

This section also highlights the
revised fiscal architecture as set
out by the Kelkar Committee and
Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Economic Digest
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The financing of fiscal deficit
reveals that market borrowing
during the first five months
of the financial year 2013-14
was 62% of the total budgeted
amount.

There

has

been

recourse to disinvestment in
the surplus cash balance from
RBI to the tune of Rs 14,186
(2008-11) as compared with

2.1 Deficit Indicators at higher

an average of 13% increase in

levels

the pre crisis period. During

budget estimates)

the period of crisis, there had

months of 2013-14 already

while presenting the Budget

87 percent of budgeted level

for 2012-13, the revised fiscal
on

of

Table 1, during first five

fiscal consolidation. However,

based

percentage

As it may be observed from

been a postponement of the

architecture,

(As

for the revenue deficit has

the

proportion of revenue deficit

put in place.

has contributed to higher

2. Mid-Year Review: Fiscal

proportion of fiscal deficit

situation in 2013-14 (so far).

(about 75 percent of the

The Union Budget 2013-14,

budgeted amount) during
the first five months of the

in line with the revised road

financial year 2013-14.

map for fiscal consolidation,
the

fiscal

deficit-

has been a substantial increase
in the national small savings
fund particularly on account of
investment in securities.

3. Emerging issues and
challenges
3.1 Fiscal Consolidation
remains a challenge

been reached. The higher

Kelkar Committee Report was

estimated

crores. Apart from this, there

The fiscal consolidation efforts
set out in the budget for 201314, in terms of containing the
revenue deficit and fiscal deficit
at 3.3 % and 4.8 % respectively,
would be a challenge going by
the fiscal situation revealed
by the actual data for the

2.2 Slowdown of Revenue

GDP ratio to decline to 4.8 per

Receipts and Disinvestment

period April’13 to August’13.

cent in 2013-14.The revenue

Proceeds

During the remaining period

deficit-GDP ratio is budgeted
to record a reduction of 0.6
percentage points in 2013-14.
Consequently, the proportion
of gross fiscal deficit that would
be pre-empted by the revenue
deficit is budgeted to decline
to around 70 per cent in 201314 from 75 per cent in 2012-13.
The assessment of the budget in
terms of five months actual data
(April’13 – August’13) is set
out in the following paragraph
(Table 1).
32
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The slowdown in tax receipts
growth

at

increase

about

in

the

5%

and

revenue

expenditure by 24%, as against
the budgeted growth of about
19%

and

13%

respectively

(Table 1), contributed to higher
revenue deficit. This coupled

of the current fiscal year the tax
receipts are required to grow
by about 24% as compared with
the corresponding period for
the previous year. This target
seems unattainable in view of
the current slowdown in growth
in the economy.

with massive non realization

3.2 Fiscal Slippage

of

As

disinvestment

proceeds

eluded

in

the

above

resulted in higher fiscal deficit

paragraph containing revenue

percentage.

and fiscal deficit would remain

3.3 Financing of fiscal deficit

as a challenge. An attempt was
made to calculate the fiscal
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augmenting

Table1: Revenue and Expenditure Report (CGA Data- April’13 to August’13)
Budget

Actual up

Estimates

to August

(In Rs

(In Rs

Crores)

Crores)

2

3

4

2013-14

2013-14

Revenue Receipts

1056331

Tax Revenue (Net)

884078

Heads

1

Actual up

revenue

receipts

and reducing non plan revenue

Variation

%

to August

in Ac-

Growth

(In Rs

tual over

In Esti-

expenditure,

Crores)

2012-13

mates

Notwithstanding

this

change

5

6

7

incorporated

the

revised

2013-14

2012-13

-

254272

23.9%

222731

14.16%

21.16%

183686

20.80%

175061

4.93%

19.13%

before the authorities is to ensure

% Of
Actual to
Total

viz.,
in

subsidies.

fiscal architecture, the challenge

Non-Tax Revenue

172252

68786

39.90%

47670

44.30%

32.79%

that high cost borrowing is not

Non-Debt Capital Receipts

66468

5813

8.70%

5083

14.36%

8.94%

undertaken for financing present

Recovery of Loans

10654

4379

41.10%

3731

17.37%

-24.29%

consumption. The task therefore

Other Receipts

55814

1434

2.60%

1352

6.07%

132.56%

Total Receipts

1122799

258285

23.00%

227814

13.38%

16.39%

is to eliminate revenue deficit

Non-Plan Expenditure

1109975

479845

43.20%

417404

14.96%

10.82%

at the earliest. Once revenue

On Revenue Account

992908

435111

43.80%

379845

14.55%

7.96%

deficit is eliminated fiscal deficit

(i) of which Interest Payments

370684

128176

34.60%

113765

12.67%

17.06%

becomes contextual to return

On Capital Account

117067

44734

38.20%

37559

19.10%

42.87%

337

10019

2973.00%

10411

-3.77%

29.39%

on capital investment. This will

Plan Expenditure

555322

183091

33.00%

147948

23.75%

29.09%

On Revenue Account

443260

149188

33.70%

120321

23.99%

30.59%

of the fiscal deficit as well as its

On Capital Account

112062

33903

30.30%

27627

22.72%

16.39%

spill over to the current account

(i) of which Loans disbursed

19732

6983

35.40%

5400

29.31%

13.70%

Total Expenditure

1665297

662936

39.80%

565352

17.26%

40.54%

Fiscal Deficit

542499

404651

74.60%

337538

19.88%

-2.92%

4. Policy Options

Revenue Deficit

379838

331827

87.40%

277435

19.61%

4.14%

In view of the foregoing, fiscal

Primary Deficit

171814

276475

160.90%

223770

23.55%

-15.88%

(i) of which Loans disbursed

minimize the crowding out effect

marksmanship
deviation

Source :Budget at a Glance and Comptroller General of Accounts, Government of India

(that

from

is

the

the

budget

slippage in respect of revenue

to fiscal consolidation under the

estimates in the actual and revised

deficit and fiscal deficit. In this

FRBM Act. It is also an issue of the

estimates) and fiscal space (that is

calculation

creditability of the government in

the ability of the government to

terms of budget integrity.

accommodate cyclical pressures

two

assumptions

have been made. First, it was
assumed that the tax revenue
during the remaining part of the

3.3 Medium Term Challenges

of the business cycle) assumes
critical importance. In order to

year (September’13- March’14)

In the medium-term, the Fiscal

achieve this emphasis should

would at least grow at 19% as per

Deficit - GDP ratio is expected to

be laid on fiscal empowerment

the budget estimate for 2013-14.

decline to 3.0 per cent by 2016-17.

(maximizing

Second, it was assumed that the

In this context, it is important to

budget)

disinvestment proceeds would

mention that in the revised fiscal

be at the same level of 2012-13.

architecture

In the above context a few policy

Our estimates reveal that the

has not kept any target for

fiscal slippage could be to the

elimination of revenue deficit but

tune of Rs 25597 crores or 0.22%

has introduced a concept called

of GDP for revenue deficit and a

effective revenue deficit (revenue

total of Rs 54977 Crores or 0.5%

deficit minus capital grants to

of GDP for the fiscal deficit. Such

states). The Budget envisages

fiscal

the

a revenue-led fiscal correction

commitment of the government

to be achieved mainly through

slippages

question

the

government

revenues

to

the

option are in order.
First, there should be renewed
focus on enhancing tax buoyancy
(ratio of percentage change in the
tax base to the percentage change
in

the

GDP).

The

structural

aspect of increasing tax buoyancy
such as the enhancement tax

Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Economic Digest
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compliance, augmentation of tax

given to efficient and effective

GDP would increase by 0.22 %

base, removal of tax exemptions

cash management.

and 0.5 % points respectively. In

and tax preferences particularly

Fourth,

in the export sector need to
further examined.
Second,

the

budget

should

making

focus

on

transparency and integrity. The

provision

government

process

the

for

investment

government should make budget
estimates

based

on

realistic

expenditure should be prioritized

targets keeping in view the global

based on returns.

and domestic developments to

Third, evidence suggests that

avoid large deviations from the

the financing of deficit has been
happening through draw down
of
and

surplus
/or

cash/investment

Ways

and

Means

estimates. Such large deviations
have adverse implication for the
private sector.

other words, fiscal deficit will be
5.3% of GDP as against the budget
estimates of 4.8%. Financing of the
increased amount would translate
into higher market borrowing
and

could

result

in

higher

interest rates. Alternatively, if
the government takes recourse to
WMAs from RBI there will be a
monetization cost.
ranjitkpattnaik@gmail.com

5. Concluding Observations

Dr R.K Pattnaik is a professor and Ms

This is a reflection of poor cash

The Mid-Year Review of fiscal

Jasmine Makkar is an MBA-Finance

management of the government,

situation revealed that containing

impacting

monetary

revenue deficit and fiscal deficit

management of RBI and debt

is a challenge. Our calculations

management conducted by RBI.

show that the revenue deficit and

Therefore, priority should be

fiscal deficit as a proportion of

Advances
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(WMA)
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RBI.

student at the S.P. Jain Institute of
Management and Research, Mumbai.
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Global Trade and Investment
Trends......
Dr. Prakash Hebalkar

T

his

month

a

featured
significant

development in Canada,

continuing

developments

in

South Africa and the story of the
return of the textile industry to
the Carolinas in the USA with
lessons for India in all three

limping as it is now !

$12 billion in the Canadian

Canada and the European
Union reached a tentative
free-trade deal on Friday,
October
is

18,

2013

intended

to

that

eliminate

virtually all tariffs and many

economy and create about
80,000 new Canadian jobs.
Europe, in exchange, would
face

eliminated

tariffs

on

exports including: clothing,
cheese, wine, dairy products

barriers on trade, investment

and many others.

and labour mobility. The deal,

Europeans

which Prime Minister Stephen

have access to billions of

Harper hopes to see fully

government

ratified before the 2015 federal

dollars at the provincial and

election, would remove 98

municipal levels. “This is a

per cent of tariffs on imported

big deal; this is the biggest

and exported goods. Harper

deal Canada has ever made.

reached the “agreement in

Indeed,

European

principle” Friday morning in

achievement,” Harper said.

Union signed a Free Trade

Brussels, alongside European

But

a

developments.
development

Technological
in

focus

this

month relate to underwater
tunnelling to build transport
links, an unutilised technology
in India which could improve
life in cities like Mumbai and
Delhi to name just two.
Canada

and

the

development

will

it

also

procurement

is

the

a

historical

Comprehensive

Commission president Jose

Economic

that is expected to accelerate

Manuel Barroso.

Agreement

the formalisation of a USA-

Canadian

“drafting and fine tuning,”

Agreement,

EU CFree Trade Agreement.
The

treaty

is

significant

because it had to tackle some
commercially significant but
more

importantly

emotive

areas of trade. It is the latter
that makes it an area of learning
for India in its negotiation
over an Asean FTA covering
the Services Sector or even an
agreement with Europe when
the Indian economy is stronger
and running again, instead of

manufacturers,

entrepreneurs,
service

investors,

providers

and

professionals will have access
to the 500 million people
in the EU and an economy
approaching
A

joint

$17

study

trillion.
estimates

a

Canadian

and

Trade

still

requires

official

told

reporters. Ratification could
take another two years and
could be complex, requiring
all 28 EU members to sign on,
in addition with the approval
of Canada’s provinces.

that the duty-free access of

Ottawa

Canada’s seafood, lumber,

a

manufacturing, beef, pork,

information on what Canada

wheat, and mineral sectors to

had to cede to Europe is

the EU, will generate around

unclear, especially in the dairy

instead

44-page

released

overview,

but

and pharmaceutical sectors.
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has doubled; life expectancy

35 million: Population of Canada.

20 per cent: The government’s
estimated increase in bilateral
trade as a result of the deal.

500 million: Population of
European Union.

29,000 tonnes: EU cheese
allowed into Canada tariff-free
annually, up from 13,000, once
fully implemented.

its current $2 Trillion economy,

28: Number of countries in the
European Union.

65,000 tonnes: Annual quota for
Canadian beef in Europe, up from
15,000, once fully implemented.

people by 2050; to put things in

$17 trillion: EU’s current annual
GDP, the measure of its economic
activity.

75,000 tonnes: Annual quota for
Canadian pork, up from 6,000,
once fully implemented.

$1.8 trillion: Canada’s current
annual GDP.

100,000: Number of cars
Canadian automakers will be able
to export a year, 12 times the
current limit.

$12 billion: What the Harper
government expects in added GDP
for Canada annually.

2 years: Extension of drug
patents for brand-name
pharmaceuticals.

5 years: Time elapsed since initial
study of a trade deal began.

have called a “historic” deal:

cheaper, subsidized European
cheese. Harper acknowledged
that cheese producers could
face setbacks. “We do think
there is a possibility of some
small and transitory negative
effects in the years to come.”

Indian business could look
at adding another 100% to
their market if they focus on
SSA. Robertson believes that

besides

Nigeria
in

the coming years will be East
Africa which is where India has
a strong historical connection

The

U.S.

textile

industry,

practically

driven

into

the

ground by Chinese competition
following the Gatt Agreement

The continuing development

of 1995 that led to the formation

which should interest Indian

of the WTO, is showing signs

business enormously is the

of a comeback. This should put

sustained

Sub-

the Indian textile industry on an

Saharan Africa (SSA). SSA

alert as well as provide grounds

featured at a TED talk recently

to learn from the developments

by Robertson, an economist

there.

growth

of

who has studied this area for

Bayard

some time. Charles Robertson,

founder of the sweatshirt and

co-author of The Fastest Billion,

clothing company American

was the second speaker in the

Giant, was at the mill one

“Forces of Change” session at

morning earlier this year

TEDGlobal 2013. His message is

to meet with his Parkdale

more

loud and clear: Africa’s future

sales

numbers, from Canadian and

is bright. Africa is booming:

last year, Mr. Winthrop was

EU documents and briefings,

Per capita income since 2000

buying fabric from a factory

But he said that Ottawa
would provide compensation
to “fully address” negative
effects of the deal on the dairy
sector.
Here’s

36

as projected. This means that

business community.

government of a “giveaway”
facing

same as India both now and

with the local community and

related to what both sides

are

perspective that is almost the

and South Africa today,

Dairy farmers accused the
they

will

reach $29 Trillion with 2 Billion

education,

Read more: http://www.ctvnews.ca/politics/harper-calls-tentative-eu-agreementbiggest-deal-canada-has-ever-made-1.1502438#ixzz2iuJcrRi7

say

with 1 Billion people,

SSA, based on population and

$700 million: What the EU expects
in annual tariff savings (and what
Canada would lose in duties).

and

three years... He estimates that

the most promising parts of

$16.3 billion: What the EU expects 24: Number of languages into
in annual GDP gains for Europe.
which the agreement must be
translated.
$1.5 billion: Annual value of
increased agricultural exports
expected by Canadian producers.

has increased by one year every

a

look

November 2013

at

Winthrop,

representative.

the

Just
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in India. Now, he says, it

road to Gaffney was all about

Source: http://www.nytimes.

is cheaper to shop in the

protecting his bottom line.

com/2013/09/20/business/us-textile-

United States. Mr. Winthrop

That

uses Parkdale yarn from one
of its 25 American factories,
and has that yarn spun into
fabric about four miles from
Parkdale’s Gaffney plant, at
Carolina Cotton Works.
Mr. Winthrop says American
manufacturing has several
advantages over outsourcing.
Transportation costs are a
fraction of what they are
overseas. Turnaround time
is quicker. Most striking,
labor costs — the reason all
these companies fled in the
first place — aren’t that much
higher than overseas because
the factories that survived
the outsourcing wave have
largely turned to automation
and are employing far fewer
workers.
And while Mr. Winthrop did
not run into such problems,
monitoring worker safety in
places like Bangladesh, where
hundreds of textile workers
have died in recent years in
fires and other disasters, has
become a huge challenge
in

terms

of

monitoring

workers’ safety. “When I
framed the business, I wasn’t
saying, ‘From the cotton in
the ground to the finished
product, this is going to be all
American-made,’ ” he said.
“It wasn’t some patriotic
quest.” Instead, he said, the

simple,

if

counterintuitive, example is

factories-return.html?nl=todaysheadl
ines&emc=edit_th_20130920

changing both Gaffney and

Finally,

the American textile and

front, the focus in this article is

apparel industries.

on under-water tunnelling for

In 2012, textile and apparel
exports were $22.7 billion,
up 37 percent from just three
years earlier. While the size
of operations remain behind
those of overseas powers
like China, the fact that
these industries are thriving
again after almost being left
for dead is indicative of a
broader

reassessment

by

American companies about
manufacturing in the United
States.
In 2012, the M.I.T. Forum for
Supply Chain Innovation
and the publication Supply
Chain

Digest

conducted

a joint survey of 340 of
their members. The survey
found

that

one-third

of

American companies with
manufacturing overseas said
they were considering moving
some production to the United
States, and about 15 percent
of

the

respondents

said

they had already decided to
do so.“This is a completely
different

manufacturing

paradigm than what we saw
10 years ago,” said David
Simchi-Levi, a professor at
M.I.T. who conducted the
survey.

on

the

transportation

technology

infrastructure

development. Over 100 years
ago, the Massachusetts Bay
Transit
built
for

Authority

(MBTA)

under-river
the

subway

tunnels
local

rail

transportation network. Yet in
India there is great hesitation
to build an underground metro
service that would be additive
to the transportation capacity
(instead of merely substituting
lanes on the ground by “lanes”
overhead) and provide links
complementary to the century
old linear North-South links
envisaged by planners then.
It is also relevant to the
Trans-Thane-Creek connection
which

is

being

elongated

and prolonged as it has to
avoid interfering with port
operations

at

and

long-overdue-for-

the

Nava

Shiva

shutdown Bombay Port Trust.
The undersea tunnel would be
both non-interfering with port
traffic (see Bosphorus traffic
below) as well as being shorter
and more direct.
This was brought out recently
by the imminent inauguration
of the Marmara Tunnel built
to carry 1 million passengers
per day for a mere $ 3 Billion
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(Rs 18,000 crores)

in Istanbul,

Turkey on October 29th, 2013.

European

Investment

Bank

Lumpur, Malaysia, and a major

(EIB).

national project in the country.

Aug 5, 2013 (Reuters) - Turkey

The Marmaray, which has been

The 9.7 km (6.0 mi) tunnel is

has successfully completed a

beset by long delays, is now

the longest stormwater tunnel

trial run of a rail tunnel under

slated to open to the public

in South East Asia and second

the

on Oct. 29, the anniversary of

longest in Asia.

modern

Bosphorus

Istanbul’s

connecting

European

and

founding,

The main objective of this tunnel

Asian sides, the first of several

making it the first of Istanbul’s

is to solve the problem of flash

planned mega projects in the

planned mega projects to be

floods in Kuala Lumpur and

country’s largest city to see the

completed.

also to reduce traffic jams along

light of day.

The

International

Jalan Sungai Besi and Loke Yew

The 13.6 km (8.5 mile) tunnel,

Cooperation Agency (JICA) and

flyover at Pudu during rush

including a 1.4 km immersed

the European Investment Bank

hour. There are two components

tube tunnel - the deepest of

have provided major financing

of this tunnel, the stormwater

its kind in the world at 56

for the project. As of April

tunnel and motorway tunnel.

metres - passes under Turkey’s

2006, JICA had lent 111 billion

It is the longest multi-purpose

Bosphorus

busy

yen and EIB 1.05 billion euro.

tunnel in the world. In 2011,

shipping channel linking the

The total cost of the project is

the SMART tunnel received the

Marmara Sea to the Black Sea.

expected to be approximately

UN Habitat Scroll of Honour

Turkish Prime Minister Tayyip

2.5 billion US dollars. As of late

Award for its innovative and

Erdogan,

Sunday

2009, costs were expected to

unique management of storm

boarded the first train to pass

increase by approximately 500

water and peak hour traffic.

through the tunnel, said the

million US dollars due to the

It

project had been 150 years in

archaeological delays.[

Berembang lake near Klang

Strait,

who

the

on

Turkey’s

Japan

begins

at

Kampung

the making, and by connecting

The use of underwater tunnelling

River at Ampang and ends

“London to Beijing”, served

for a dual objective was the focus

at

not only those in Istanbul and

of the Kuala Lumpur project

Kerayong

Turkey.

which envisaged avoidance of

South. The project is led by

The tunnel is part of a larger

flooding in the rainy season

the

$5 billion “Marmaray” project

(by storing excess water) and

Malaysian Highway Authority

which also includes an upgrade

providing

road

(Lembaga Lebuhraya Malaysia

of existing suburban rail lines

transport links in other times.

= LLM) and the Department

to create a 76 km line that

This is very relevant to East

of

according to the government

West links (e.g. Worli-Sewri) in

Malaysia (Jabatan Pengairan

will carry 1.5 million people a

Central Island Mumbai and to

dan Saliran = JPS) and also a

day across the city’s two sides.

New Delhi both of which face

company joint venture pact

Construction on the tunnel

severe flash flooding problems

between Gamuda Berhad and

began in 2004 by a Japanese-

in the monsoon.

Malaysian Mining Corporation

additional

Taman

Desa

lake

near

River

at

Salak

government,

Irrigation

and

including

Drainage

with

The “Stormwater Management

Berhad (MMC).

the

And Road Tunnel” or “SMART

Technical specifications

Japan Bank for International

Tunnel”, is a storm drainage

Stormwater tunnel

Cooperation (JBIC) and the

and road structure in Kuala

• Construction cost: RM1,887

Turkish
funding
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million (US$514.6 million)
• Stormwater tunnel length:

• State-of-the-art operations

Features
• Longest

tunnel

• Diameter: 13.2 m (43.3 ft)

• 9.7

km

(6.03

miles)

stormwater

(outer diameter)
• Tunnelling method: Tunnel

by-pass

tunnel.
• 4 km (2.49 miles) double-

Boring Machine (TBM)
• TBM type: Slurry shield

deck

Motorway tunnel

stormwater tunnel.

• Motorway tunnel length: 4
km (2.5 mi)
type:

Double

Deck
• Ingress and egress: 1.5 km
(0.93 mi) at Jalan Sultan
Ismail and Jalan Imbi
• Length: 1.4 km (0.87 mi) at
Jalan Tun Razak
• Links: 1.6 km (0.99 mi) at
Kuala

Lumpur-Seremban

Expressway

Links:

City

Centre near Kg. Pandan
Roundabout

KL-Seremban

Expressway

near

Besi Airport

Sungai

control

room

equipped

with the latest systems in

Malaysia.

9.7 km (6.0 mi)

• Structure

in

motorway

within

• The motorway tunnel is
suitable for light vehicles
only.

Motorcycles

and

heavy

vehicles

not

are

allowed.

operations

management,

surveillance

and

maintenance of the SMART
system.
• Custom-made fire engine
units consisting of two
modified Toyota Hiluxes,
parked at two different
locations for quick access
to the tunnel in case of fire
on both carriageways.

egress

It is time planners in India

the

showed a little more imagination

motorway tunnel linking

in tackling India’s infrastructure

the southern gateway to

needs instead of staying in the

the city centre.

early part of the 20th century in

• Ingress

and

connections

• Holding

to

basin

complete

with diversion and tunnel
intake structures.
• Storage reservoir and a
twin-box culvert to release
flood discharge.

their engineering thinking!
profitechconsultants@gmail.com
The author is President of ProfiTech,
Business Stratefy and Public Policy
Consultants.
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yy General Anti-Avoidance Regulations (GAAR)
yy Rajan questions merit of low interest rates

T

Mr. V.T. Pai

aking in to consideration
the various developments
that have taken place in
world of banking and finance
during September 2013, we
are touching only two points
is – 1) General Anti-Avoidance
Regulations (GAAR). 2) the
apprehension
the
present
Governor of RBI has on lower
interest rates.
Treaty won’t shield FIIs from
General
Anti-Avoidance
Regulations:
MUMBAI: Foreign institutional
investors (FIIs) that benefit
from tax treaties, including the
contentious India-Mauritius tax
treaty, will fall under the ambit
of
General
Anti-Avoidance
Regulations (GAAR). On the
other hand, the rules, notified
by the Central Board of Direct
Taxes (CBDT) on Thursday, have
spared the participatory notes
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(P-Notes), through which many
foreign investors invest in India.
The new rules come into effect
from the financial year 2015-16.
Finance minister P Chidambaram
had in the 2013-14 Budget
deferred introduction of GAAR.
Consequently, on enactment
of the Finance Bill, chapter XA
relating to GAAR was inserted
in the Income Tax Act but was
effective from the financial year
2015-16. Accordingly, the newly
notified rules will be applicable
from this year onwards.
The rules also notify that
GAAR shall not apply where
the tax benefit arising to all
parties to an arrangement (any
investment transaction or even
business transactions like lease)
does not exceed Rs 3 crore in a
financial year. Grandfathering
or protection of past transactions
from the application of GAAR is
also provided by
the rules. Only
FIIs that have not
taken the benefit
of any tax treaty
entered into by
India and who
have invested in
listed or unlisted
securities with the
prior permission

of the relevant authorities - Sebi
or other regulatory guidelines shall not be covered by GAAR.
“The GAAR rules provide
amnesty only for FIIs not
claiming treaty benefits. This
is practically meaningless as it
would not settle any controversy
around the India-Mauritius tax
treaty,” says Shefali Goradia,
partner, BMR Advisors.
Sudhir Kapadia, tax leader, EY,
adds: “The rules clarify that
foreign investors investing in
an FII via an offshore derivate
investment shall not be covered
by GAAR. This is a welcome
step. However, as regards FIIs,
in order to provide certainty all
FIIs, including those seeking tax
treaty benefits, should have been
excluded from GAAR.”
Under the provisions of the
Income Tax Act, GAAR applies
to an impermissible avoidance
arrangement.
If
the
main
purpose of an arrangement is
to obtain a tax benefit and it
also satisfies certain other tests,
such as the transaction lacks
commercial substance, it is
regarded as an impermissible
avoidance arrangement. The
tax benefits or benefits arising
out of tax treaties applicable to
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such transactions can be denied
by the tax authorities. As the
tax implications of a transaction
falling within the GAAR ambit
are onerous, the rules may
unsettle the FII community. For
instance, if the arrangement
of investing into India via a
favourable country is treated as
a transaction where the main aim
was to obtain a tax benefit and if
the transaction was considered as
lacking commercial substance, or
was treated as resulting in abuse
of the Income tax Act provisions,
the tax treaty benefits could be
denied. Tax officials, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said that
genuine investors are unlikely to
come within the GAAR ambit
and there is no cause for panic.
According to RBI statistics,
Mauritius continued to be
the top-most jurisdiction for
investments into India during
2012-13 with $8.1-billion inflows
during the period. Under the
India-Mauritius tax treaty, sale of
investments in India by a resident
of Mauritius can be subject to tax
only in Mauritius, which does
not levy any capital gains tax.
India does not tax long-term
capital gains arising on sale of
listed securities (which are held
for more than a year). However,
short-term capital gains, where
shares are held for less than a
year, are taxed. Sale of unlisted
securities is also subject to tax.

Rajan questions merit of low
interest rates:
FRANKFURT: The new head
of India’s central bank is
questioning whether current

ultra-low interest rates are the
right way to return to growth
after the financial crisis.

Raghuram Rajan, the head of
the Reserve Bank of India (RBI),
says central banks warded off a
collapse of the global financial
system through bank bailouts
and rate cuts. Central bankers, he
said, were “heroes” for halting
the collapse.
But global growth since then
has been disappointing and
Rajan said it was time to ask
if there were better tools than
the rock bottom rates used by
major central banks in the rich
world, including the US Federal
Reserve, Bank of England, Bank
of Japan, and European Central
Bank. Rajan said low rates could
have unintended consequences.
He says, for instance, that they
could encourage people in their
60s to save instead of spend,
because low returns mean
they are unable to reach their
retirement savings goal.
At a speech in Frankfurt, Rajan
said he didn’t have the answers
but said it was time to ask, “Are
ultra low rates the solution or
part of the problem?”
Low rates can encourage banks
and financial institutions to
invest, but Rajan questioned
whether that was leading to
an increase in new businesses.
“There may be no connection or
only a limited one, if uncertainty
holds back investment,” he said.
He underlined that low rates “do
create financial system stresses

which could set the stage for
another crisis”.
Appearing
at
Frankfurt’s
Goethe University to accept the
Deutsche Bank prize in financial
economics, Rajan said he was
making a last speech as an
academic economist instead of
as a central banker. Rajan, the
former chief economist at the
International Monetary Fund,
won plaudits for predicting the
possibility of a global financial
crisis before the turmoil began.
He is on leave from his post
as finance professor at the
University of Chicago.
Analysts believe, as banks
tighten their purses in a slowing
economy,
corporates
are
borrowing through NCDs and
it becomes a good investment
opportunity for debt investors
because of the high interest
rates offered, which is anywhere
between 10% and 14%. Recently,
NBFCs and gold loan firms like
Muthoot
and
Mannapuram
Finance had issued NCDs
bearing a coupon of 12-14% per
annum.
These are our understanding
of the important developments
during September 2013. Those
interested in further details may
please write to us directly. It
will be our endeavour to reply to
them their satisfaction.

vtpai@medicndia.com
The author is the Director – Finance in
MEDC.
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